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However, they were concerned that even the sturdy 2mm
steel that the cover was manufactured from may not be
enough in the most challenging areas within the home.

Using Coverad’s experience and their own manufacturing
plant, an additional 1.5mm bracing structure was added to
the inside of the 2mm cover making the final product a
whopping 3.5mm thick allowing it to take the weight of an
adult jumping on it whilst the cover was laying on the floor!
The covers were also manufactured with external rebates
for additional fixing points and installed with the usual
internal fixings that all Coverad radiator covers incorporate.

The end result was extremely impressive and Glen Sow-
erby commented ‘these covers are perfect for the clients
we look after. Going forward all my units will have those
covers fitted’.

Cambian Group, one of the UK’s leading providers of
specialist services in education and care, mental health
and learning disabilities approached Coverad with a prob-
lem that needed their specialist advice and manufacture.

One of Cambian’s CAMHS tier 4 service properties, which
previously had Coverad’s competitors radiator covers in-
stalled were having serious issues where the current cov-
ers were being vandalised and removed from the wall.
This was causing extreme concern within, not only the
property itself but, the group.

Cambian’s Senior Estates Manager, Glen Sowerby, liked
the design of Coverad’s New Truly Anti-Ligature Radiator
Cover with its mesh design punched into the cover, ensur-
ing that there are no major welds, inserts to break away
from the cover or no hole exceeding 2mm in diameter.

For information on any PSS Group  prodcuts, including Fire Alarm Systems, Radiator Coverad and Pipe Boxing or LED Lighting,
please contact us at sales@psswww.co.uk, on 01256 844685 or visit our website at www.psswww.co.uk.
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